Concrete Stencil Patterns

Pattern Rolls - Approximately 1076 Square Feet
Sticky Stencil TM - Approximately 500 Square Feet.
Pattern Roll Widths - Range from 32” Wide to 37” Wide.
Header Rolls - Approximately 320 Lineal Feet. 8” to 11” Wide.
Custom Stencils Available.
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Concrete Camouflage Stencils are made with only High Grade paper stock, designed to have the coating material not only on the stencil but also within the stencil. Manufactured in the U.S.A.

Concrete Stencils for Fresh Poured Concrete. Stencils are also used with cement overlays as well as with paints and dozens of other applications. When using Sticky Stencil TM, a can of 3M spray adhesive, or artists putty, you can apply to vertical surfaces.
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